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Ottawa’s Brand Promise
(the downtown Ottawa of the future)

Green and glorious, the new Ottawa has emerged as a gardener’s paradise, a
regional centerpiece for the botanical arts. Once the western frontier of our nation,
then a vital transportation and manufacturing link in the Midwest, Ottawa now stands
as a premier destination for the traditions and practical art of gardening.

Ottawa’s historic downtown and its architecturally beautiful buildings have been
transformed into an engaging botanical experience showcasing the aesthetic
pleasures of plant life in its many forms. The waterfront invites a meander, with its
beautiful English-inspired greenhouse, while the downtown features unique signature
shops and original restaurants showcasing organic produce along the tree-lined
streets shimmering with springtime blossoms. Here you can also learn from Master
Gardeners, watch skilled craftsmen create outdoor art from glass, iron and clay, or
just amble through the Farmer’s Market for the best produce the region has to offer.

Each season Ottawa brings new gardening experiences to life – whether it is to shop
for specialty tools and supplies amid the fragrances of spring and summer, enjoy the
fall harvest celebration, or experience the dazzling light displays during the winter –
all the while learning how to prepare your garden for the next season. Ottawa
surprises and delights gardeners, young and old, throughout the year.



WHY IS A BRAND NEEDED?

The generic, all-things-to-all people approach to
marketing your city just does not cut it anymore. These
campaigns all seem the same and will not survive the
quick, couple of seconds glance given to the campaign by
the average viewer.

You need to find a niche in the marketplace.



WHY THE GARDENING AND
BOTANICAL ARTS BRAND FOR OTTAWA?

Regional demographics – 9.6 million people live within 75 
miles of Ottawa

Popularity of gardening – one of the fastest growing 
hobbies.  According to a 2007 survey, 71% of all U.S. 
households participate in one or more types of lawn and 
garden activities including 30% listing flower gardening 
alone as their favorite lawn or gardening activity.

Uniqueness – No other city in the Midwest and only a few 
in the entire nation are pursing this brand.



Ottawa, Illinois
Branding, Development & Marketing Action Plan
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Enhanced Broadband Access
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